The Peer Review
A GUIDE TO CULINARY ADVENTURES

Howlin' food at Cafe Coyote
A special review of San Diego's favorite Old Town original!

plus!
What's coming up in Revelle?
Located at the corner of San Diego Avenue and Conde Street, Cafe Coyote became an instant favorite since its founding 27 years ago. Just a quick bus ride from campus via the 150, this restaurant is waiting to make a great impression on you too.

As we waited in line for our table, the smell of fresh tortillas being cooked along the sidewalk only raised our eagerness to sit down and eat. Once we were seated, we were able to indulge ourselves with chips and some spicy salsa, and take in the wonderful atmosphere.

When our orders arrived at our table, the aroma tempted us to dig right in, but luckily we were able to snap a few pictures before giving in!

It's clear to say that Cafe Coyote easily made for a memorable peer review. With its friendly service, electric atmosphere and tasty cuisine we were easily enticed to agree with San Diego’s popular opinion.
REV 16: Leadership in Practice (1 unit) SPRING 2019
Broden your leadership skills, and learn how to apply leadership theory to real life scenarios.

REVELLE COLLEGE RENTAL PROGRAM
REVELLE COLLEGE CENTER
Borrow some fun boardgames and chairs by providing your PID and contact info the College Center front desk. Happy gaming!

FINALS WEEK
MARCH 16-23, 2019
Good luck on Finals! Study hard and enjoy your well earned Spring Break!